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1. Introduction. The research on the following problem was suggested by

Dr. G. Szego, to whom much is owed, both for general encouragement and

for many specific suggestions. In 1903, in his thesis, G. Faber(') [l] intro-

duced polynomials, which have since proved useful in Analysis, and have

become known as Faber polynomials. The results of the following research

concern the asymptotic distribution of the zeros of Faber polynomials.

Definition 1.1. Let f(z) be a power series of the type

(1.1) z + ao + — +■■■,
z

where the coefficients satisfy the condition that lim sup |a„|1/n<oo. For each

re ̂  1, form

(1-2) [fiZ)]"  =   Fniz)   +  Rniz),

where PB(z) is a polynomial of degree re and PB(z) contains only negative powers

of z. The polynomials PB(z) are the Faber polynomials associated with fiz).

This is equivalent to Faber's original definition, except that he specified

that fiz) be the Taylor's series expansion about z = oo of the normalized ex-

terior mapping function of a simple Jordan curve C in the z-plane. He re-

ferred to the polynomials as being associated with the curve C. In his thesis,

he proved that an arbitrary analytic function Giz), regular in the interior of

C, could be expanded as a series of the Faber polynomials associated with C,

(1.3) Giz) = I>BFB(Z),
0

such that the series converges to Giz) uniformly in any closed subset of the

interior of C. In proving this result, Faber derived and used the generating

function for the polynomials. It is derived here by a method adapted to later

applications.

Consider a series of type (1.1), with lim sup |aB| 1/n< oo. Because of the

restriction on the coefficients, the series converges uniformly in a neighbor-

hood of z= oo. Indeed, a positive number y can be chosen, so that in the

closed exterior of the circle T, \z\ =y, the series defines a function that is

called w=fiz) without ambiguity, which is analytic except for a simple pole
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at z= oo, and performs a 1-1 mapping of the exterior of Y onto the exterior

of a simple analytic curve Y'. These properties are preserved if y is replaced

by a larger number, so we can assume that y> |f |, where f is an arbitrary

complex number. Consider the integral

1    C     [/(z)]n
(1-4) /(f) = H^-dz.

2m J r+    z — f

Substitute (1.2) to obtain

2mJr+  z - f 2«Jr+ z - {•

Since the series /(z) represents an analytic function for z in the closed ex-

terior of r, the same is true of [f(z)]n, and therefore Rn(z). Since Rn(z) con-

tains only negative powers of z, £„(z) =0(l/|z|). In the second integral on

the right, the value is not changed by replacing T by a circle of radius p,

where p>y. Since £B(z) =0(l/|z|), the integral tends to zero asp—»», and

must therefore equal zero. Since f is in Y, (1.5) becomes

1   r    tiiz)]n

(1-6) I(t:) = Fn(t) = — \ + -^r dz.
2m J v    z — f

Next, make the change of variable z=g(w) in (1.6) where g(w) is the inverse

function of/(z), obtaining

1     /•      wng'(w)

(1-7) P.G0 --L    ,        >

The function g'(w)/(g(w) — f) has a simple zero at w= °°, and therefore has

an expansion of the type

g(w) — f o    wn+

Equation (1.7) is the Cauchy integral formula for the coefficient of l/w"+1 in

the right hand side of (1.8), hence bn(0 = Pn(0 and

g(w) — f o     wn+1

This is the generating function of the Faber polynomials. The domain of

convergence of the right hand side of (1.9) depends on f. The exact relation-

ship between the radius of convergence of the series in (1.9) and the value of

f is derived in §4.
2. The zeros in a special case. Let 5(z) he the branch of (z2 —1)1/2 which

is holomorphic in the z-plane cut along the real axis from z— — 1 toz = l, and
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is positive for z real and greater than one. Let/(z) also designate the Taylor's

series expansion about s=» of ^(z). We study the Faber polynomials asso-

ciated with/(z) in this section. The following results on the zeros of partial

sums of Taylor's series are used. Let A(z) = 2^1o akZk, lim sup | ak\llk = 1. Let

AB(z)= 2~2"akZk have the zeros zBI- (*=1, • • • , re) which we designate by

(zBj). Let {(zB,)} denote the sequence of sets of points (zi,<)> (z2,<), • • • .

R. Jentzsch [3] proved that every point of the circle \z\ =1 is a limit point

of the elements of {(zB.)}. Later G. Szego [4] proved a generalization which

we refer to as the Szego-Jentzsch theorem. Consider only zeros of sections

AB(,(z) for which lim |a„J1/n»=l, indicating them by {(zBf,,)}. These points

are distributed with the following properties. Let r(re) be a function which is

o(re). For any e>0, the points (zB„.) satisfy | |zB„,-| —1| <e, except for at

most r(re) values of *'. Let arg z„p,i = 6„v,i, let a and p1 he numbers satisfying

0Sa<P<2ir and let X„„(a, /3) be the number of 0n„i satisfying aSQny,iSP,

then

(2.1) X„,(a, /3) = nJ -^ \ + <?(«,).

Points {(z„„»)} satisfying these two properties are said to be uniformly

distributed about the circle \z\ = 1. A greater degree of generality is required

to discuss the zeros of the Faber polynomials ol fiz).

Let r be a curve consisting of finitely many analytic arcs Ti, • • • , Tk,

touching only at their endpoints, and forming the boundary of a simply con-

nected domain D which contains the point z= °o. Let w = Fiz) be the holo-

morphic function which maps D conformally onto the exterior of the circle

2, \w\ =1, in a one-to-one manner, taking z= oo into w= oo and satisfying

the condition

Fiz)
lim ■-• = k,
a—»»       Z

where k is a positive constant. Let T' he the set of points of T at a distance

greater than 5 from the end points of the arcs T,-. Let D* he the domain con-

sisting of D and every other point in the z-plane whose distance from T is

less than y. For any S, y can be chosen so that D* is simply covered, and so

that Fiz) can be uniquely continued into D* by the reflection principle and

remain one-to-one. Call this holomorphic function F*iz).

A sequence of sets of points {(zBp,i)}, (rei<«2< •••; * = 1, •••,») is

said to be conformally distributed about the curve T if it has the following

properties. Let s(w) be a function which is o(«). For any e>0, the points

(s» ,<) must be within a distance e of T, except for at most s(re) values of *.

Let (a, b)n be a closed subarc of T consisting of interior points of one of the

arcs T,-, and whose image on 2 is (e'a, e'")". Choose 8 so that a, b is contained
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in T' and then choose y so that F*(z) will be one-to-one in £*. Let p„r(o, b)

he the number of (zB>,,) for which F*(z) is defined and satisfies a :Sarg F*(z„r,i)

SB- Then

(8- ct\
(2.2) nn,(a, b) = n,I ——■J + o(n,).

The Faber polynomials of f(z) ol even degree are given by

(2.3) Fik(z) = [f(z)]2k = [(z2 - l)1'2]2* = (z2 - IY.

Thus the polynomial of degree 2k has a zero of multiplicity k at z = l and of

multiplicity k at z= — 1. What we now prove is that the zeros of the poly-

nomials of odd degree are all interior to the lemniscate Y, | z2 — 11 = 1, except

that each has a simple zero at z = 0, and that the zeros are conformally dis-

tributed on T. We use the generating function (1.9). The inverse of w = 3(z)

is z = Q(w) = (w2 + l)112, where 9(w) designates the branch of z=(w2 + l)1/2

which is holomorphic in the w-plane cut from i to —i, and is positive for

positive values of w. Hence

(2.4) £EM-!-!_
Y  w»+i      (i + w-iyn w(i + w-iyn - f

The generating function of the polynomials of odd degree is obtained by

replacing w by ( — w) in (2.4) and adding the function obtained to (2.4) as

follows,

-     Fn(tj) -        Fn(tj)

o     W-+1 o     (-WY+1

i       r i _i_"I

" (1 + w-2)ll2'lw(l + w~2) - f      -w(l + w-2)1'2 - f J'

2^1*)—f-J—
o      w2k+2 (1 + w-2)1'2 w2 + 1 - f2

Let h(w2) he the Taylor's expansion about w= <*> of (l+w~2)~112, thus

00

a(w2) = y\ ukw~2k,

(2.7) V
1-3 • • • 2k - 1

-°(-'»'     2-4... 2t      •

Let hn(w2) = Tffo ukW~2k. We expand the right side of (2.6) in powers of w~2,

use the Cauchy rule for product of power series, and obtain
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f_1 =    A   Uk_   A (f2 - Dk

(1   + Tt)-2)1'2^2 -  (f2 -  1) o      W2*       0 M-24+2

£ «y(r2 -1)'

4=0 W2*+2

A tiH2 - D*A*(f2 ~ 1)

ii      w2"+2

Comparing coefficients of powers of w in (2.6) and (2.8), we obtain the

identity

(2.9) F»+1(f) = f(f2 - l)*A*(f2 - 1).

The coefficients of the polynomial

k

(2.10) «»W = I«/-'
j'-O

decrease in magnitude, hence by a theorem of Kakeya-Enestrom the k zeros

tki, ■ ■ ■ , tkk, or (tki), all have modulus less than one. The roots of F2k+i(0

are f2*+i,2*+i = 0 and the 2k solutions of f2 — l=tki (7 = 1, ■ ■ ■ , k). Let the

two solutions corresponding to tki be indicated by ?»+i.«-i and f2i+i,2i. Hence

|fa+i,«-i —1| =|i«+i,M —1| ~\hi\ <1, (*'=1, • • • , k), and the zeros of
P2t+i(f) are inside the lemniscate T, except for the simple zero at f = 0. Since

lim | Uj\ lh'=l, using the Szego-Jentzsch theorem, we find that the {(<*,-)} are

uniformly distributed about the circle \t\ =1. Hence, for any p, 0<p<l,

\tki\ >p, except for at most r(k) values of i. Now the lemniscates rp, |z2 —1|

=p, converge uniformly to T as p tends to one. Thus, for any e, p can be chosen

so that those points of (f2*+i.;) which lie in the annulus between Tp and T

are at a distance less than e from T. Since there are at most s(2k + l) =2r(k)

points which do not lie in this annulus, the points (fu+i.i) satisfy the first

condition for conformal distribution about T. We now prove the second

condition. The curve T consists of two arcs, Ti and r2, one of which, say Ti,

is in the half-plane Re z^O. Let (a, b)" be a closed sub-arc of interior points

of Ti. Let w = F(z) he the normalized exterior mapping function of T and let

(eia, ei0Y be the image of (a, b)", —ir<a<(3<ir. Of the two solutions of

f2— 1 =/*,-, say f2*+i,2.-i is in the half-plane Re z>0. Further, we note that

the function F(z) is the restriction of SF(z) to the exterior of T, which we de-

note by D. Also, F*(z) is the restriction of J(z) to any properly chosen do-

main D*, since the function 5(z) is one-to-one in the z-plane cut from z= —1

to z = l. Now a^argfJ(f2*+i,y)^/3 implies that j is of the form 2i— 1, and

that the argument of a square root of <*,- lies between a and p\ or 2a S arg tki

^2/3. Since {(tki)} is uniformly distributed on \t\ =1, there are by (2.1),

A((2/3 — 2a)/27r)+c>(&) solutions of this inequality. Furthermore, F*(z) is de-
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fined and coincides with 5(z) for the £ik+i,j lying in Rez>0 which cor-

respond to these values of /*,-, except for at most r(k) values. Hence

fiik+i(a, b) = \k(a, 8) + r(k)

28- 2a
= k-h o(k) + r(k)

(2.11) 2t W

= (2k + l)(^-_^+0(£),

and condition (2.2) is satisfied.

3. The zeros in the general case. Attention is now restricted to f(z), an

arbitrary but fixed series of type

(3.1) z + a0 + — +••-,
z

with lim sup \a„\ 1/n< co.

Definition 3.1. Let z„t (i = 1, • • • , n) be the zeros of the Faber polynomial

F„(z) associated with f(z), and let A be the derived set of the zni (n=l, • ■ • ;

i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n).

To describe the location of A, the points of the z-plane are divided into

classes, the method of classification depending on properties of f(z) that are

next to be discussed. Since the coefficients of (3.1) satisfy the condition

lim sup |cxB| 1'n< oo, the series (3.1) defines an analytic element of an analytic

function. Designate the analytic function by w=f(z). In a neighborhood of

z= oo, the series (3.1) defines a portion of w=f(z) which is single valued and

univalent. Therefore, the inverse of this portion of w=f(z) is uniquely deter-

mined in a neighborhood of w = oo, and has the expansion

bi
(3.2) w + b0 + — +■■-,

w

about the point w= <*>. The following notation will be used. For any n ^0,

let cr, be the circle \w\ =n, 2, the domain \w\ >n, and 2„ the region \w\ ^n.

ll in (3.2), lim sup \bn\ 1/n = p, then (3.2) converges uniformly in any closed

subset of 2P, defining a holomorphic function. Thus, a holomorphic function

is defined in a neighborhood of every point of 2P.

Definition 3.2. Let z = g(w) be the holomorphic function defined by the

series (3.2), in 2P.

Let f, £',••• indicate complex constants in the z-plane, and w, co', ■ ■ •

complex constants in the w-plane. Consider the equation

(3.3) «(«o-r = o.

Say p'>p. In 2p', (3.3) has either no solution or finitely many solutions, hence
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the total number of solutions of (3.3) in 2,, is denumerable, and the solutions

can be given an index o),-, (* = 1, 2, • • • ). Since the domain of definition of

z = g(w) is 2P, |&>i| >p. A value «i is called a f-point of g(w). If g'(oix) 9^0, it is

called a simple f-point, or a simple solution of (3.3).

Definition 3.3. The values of f for which (3.3) has no solutions are called

0-points, and belong to the set Co. Next, consider a value for which (3.3) has solu-

tions. If, among the {-points of g(w), there is one, say ui, of greatest modulus,

and if a>i is a simple {-point, then the value f is classified as a 1-point. The set

of 1-points constitutes the set Ci in the z-plane.

The further classification of points in the z-plane is carried out in §4.

Definition 3.3 is sufficient for the statement of Theorem 1, and for the proof

of its first part.

Theorem 1. The set A (a) lies in the complement of Ci, and (b) contains

every boundary point of C\.

Proof (a). It is first shown that Ci contains a neighborhood of z= oo, and

that no point of A lies in this neighborhood.

Lemma 3.1. Given the function z = g(w) of Definition 3.2 with domain of

definition Sp (i) there is a p'>p and a P>0, such that if \{\ ^P, g(w)— f = 0

has one solution in Sp-, say w, and it is a simple solution. Furthermore, (ii) the

value ai corresponding to f is given by a holomorphic function, w=f(z, °°, P),

defined for \z\ ^P.

A proof of (i) is given here, and the proof of (ii) is found in [2, pp. 135-

139]. Choose p'>p. Yet max |g(w)| =M for w on oy. Choose P>M. If J" is

chosen so that | f | 2^£, then | g(w) | <\a\ for w on ay. The argument principle

can then be used to show that g(w) — f = 0 has a simple solution in S„<, since

g(w) has a simple pole for w= oo.

Now, if | f | =i£, only one solution of g(w) — f = 0 is in 2P<; hence, any other

solution has a smaller modulus. Thus f is a 1-point and the set \z\ ^P is

contained in Ci. It is next shown that no point of A lies in the set \z\ ^P.

Consider the integral

1    r      wng'(w)

(3.4) W = T--      TtH*"'2mJf+. g(w) - f

where f, p' are constants introduced in Lemma 3.1. By the lemma, w =/(f, °°, P)

is the only solution of g(w)— f = 0 in Sp-. Let p"> |w|, then

1    C wng'(w) 1    C      wng'(w)
(3.5) 7(f) =- I -^A_Z_ dw +- SK      dw_

2m J „+,+„-,   g(w) - £ 2m J ,+. g(w) - f

The integrand has a simple pole at w = u with residue — (co)n = — [f(f, oo, P) ]■».

The second integral, by (1.6), is equal to FB(f), hence
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(3-6) 7(f) = F„(f)- [ft, »,/>)]».

It follows that

(3 7) 1 _       Fn®        < — f   1        w "   g'M^
/(f, *. ^)n = 2tt J„p. |/(f, co, p)     sr» - f *

Now, |g(w)-f| ^|g(w)| -|f| ^P-M, for w on oy. Also, min|/(z, °o,P)|

>p' + 8, (5>0) for \z\ S^P. In the contrary case, there would be a value f,

such that |f| £?P, and |<o| = |/(f, °°, P)| =p'. Hence, it would follow that

g(co) = f and thus |g(co)| 2iP for w on oy, a contradiction.

Let Q = max |g'(w)| for w on <rp<. It then follows that

(3 8)        — f   I        w "  i'Mdw I ̂  /    P'    \"       ft'
2xJJ/(f, oo, P)     g(w) -riVp' + S/    (P-Af)'

Hence, for re>7z0

(3.9, 1-      "M       <l.

The estimates used in (3.8) are independent of f, if |f| ^P, hence, (3.9) is

true for |f| ^P. Thus, 7B(f)j^0 for |f| ^P and re>reo, and, therefore, no

point of A lies in the set \z\ ^P.

It is next shown that if f is a finite complex number in Ci, then a neighbor-

hood of f belongs to G, and that no point of A lies in this neighborhood.

Lemma 3.2. Given the function z = g(w) of Definition 3.2, with domain of

definition 2P, let f be a simple 1-point, and co the f-point of g(w) of greatest

modulus, (i) There is a p'>p and a 5>0, such that if |f —f | Sb, g(w)—£' = 0
has one solution co in 2P< and it is a simple solution. Furthermore, (ii) the values

of u are given by a holomorphic function w=f(z, f, 5), defined for \z — f | ^5.

It is sufficient to give a sketch of (i), since (ii) is proved in [2, pp. 135-

139]. The number p' can be chosen so that p<p'< \ w\, and so that no other

f points of g(w) lie in 2P-. Say min | g(w) —J*| =25 for w on <rp<, with 5>0.

Then, if |f —f| Sb, g(w)—%' = 0 has one solution in 2P>, and it is simple.

This is a consequence of the argument principle.

Thus, if |f — f | Sb, g(w)—b = 0 has one solution in 2P<; hence, any other

solution has smaller modulus. Furthermore, the solution is simple. Hence,

f is a 1-point, and the set |z — f | Sb belongs to &.

Since f' is a simple 1-point, by Lemma 3.2, the f'-point of g(w) of greatest

modulus is given by «'=/(£', f, 6'), 5' depending on f. On the other hand,

since |f — f| Sb, f lies in the domain of definition of f(z, f, 5), and hence

«'=/«•', r, *)•
Consider the integral
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1    r      w"g'(w)
(3.10) Iii-)=—\        ,:      , dw.

2m J „+,   g(w) — {

In a similar fashion to the treatment of (3.5), this becomes

(3.11) 7(f) = FB(f) - [f({, f, «)]».

If {' is a constant satisfying |f — f| = ^> then

/(rt = £.(f') - [/(r', r\ *')]•
^ Fn(f) - [fit', r,«)]-.

Thus, from (3.12), we obtain

(313) 1 FniO       ^  1   f   I       w        "   g»<fa>

Now \g(w)-{'\=\g(w)-{+{-{'\^\g(w)-{\-\{-{'\^28-d = b for w
on a„-, and | f'-f | <5. Also/(f', f, 5) ̂ p'+y for somey>0, since if/(f', f, 5)
= p', then g(iw) =f' for w on ap<, in contradiction to the inequality | g(w) — f '|

^5. Thus for n>n0,

Fn(i-') P' "     Qp'
(3.14) 1---^—   ^   —--      — ,

[/"(f',f,«)]" P' + 7        5

where <2 = max|g'(w) | for w on ay. The estimates used are independent of f

for |f — f | <8, hence for | f —f | <y and w>n0,

(3.15) »-,'-",    <'-
If(f,r,8)]"

Thus, A does not lie in the set |z — f | ^5.

This completes the proof that Ci is an open set containing z = °°, and that

A lies in the complement of Ci. The second part of Theorem 1 states that A

contains all the boundary points of Ci. The proof of this depends on the

classification of the boundary points of Ci and some properties of these

classes. These are given in §4 and the proof of Theorem 1 is completed in §5.

4. The definition of p-points and their properties. Part (b) of Theorem 1

requires a classification of the boundary points of Ci, and some properties of

these classes. This material is contained in this section, and the proof of

Theorem 2 is completed in the next section.

Definition 4.1. Let z = g(w) be as defined in Definition 3.2 with domain of

definition Sp. Let f be a fixed complex number. If g(w)— f = 0 has a solution w

such that g1(a) = ■ ■ ■ =g*_1(co)=0, gk(w) 5^0, then wis appoint of multiplicity

k. If k = l, then co is a simple {-point. Among the {-points of g(w), a finite

number, coi, • • • , «B will have greatest modulus. Say | wi| = • • • = | wB| =p'\ if
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p is the total multiplicity of the ^-points, then X is a p-point. If each «< is a simple

X-point, then ^ is a simple p-point. Otherwise, it is called a multiple p-point.

Lemma 4.1 (Property 1 and 2). Let X be a p-point of g(w), then there is a

8>0, such that if | f'—f | <8, f' is a q-point, qSp- Furthermore it is impossible

that each X' satisfying |f — X | <8 is a p-point.

Proof. Let coi, • • ■ , coB be the solutions of greatest modulus of g(w) — f = 0,

where |<oi| = • • • =|wB| =p'. Since all other solutions have smaller modulus,

p" can be chosen so that p <p" <p' and no other f-points besides coi, • • • , coB

lie in 2P<<. Let min \g(w)— X\ =28 for w on crp». Then, if |f — X\ <8, g(io)—X'

= 0 has solutions of total multiplicity p in 2P". Since these need not be of the

same modulus, X' is a g-point, qSp. We refer to this fact as property 1. The

fact that q = p for each f in any 8 neighborhood of X is impossible is called

property 2, and is next proved.

We first note that only a finite number of X' satisfying | X' — X | <8 can be

multiple p-points. To each multiple p-point, X', there is a X'-point in 2P",

say co', such that g'(co')=0. Now g'(7f)=0 has only finitely many solutions

in 2P", and is single valued, so our conclusion follows. Thus there is a value

Xi, and 5!>0 satisfying \Xi~X\ <8, 8i<5-|fi-f|, such that if If'-fil <5i
is a simple p-point. The equation g(w)=Xi has p solutions coi, • • • , up of

greatest modulus, and such that g'iwA^O. Thus [2], inverse functions

w=fi(z, Xi, 8i) exist, each holomorphic and univalent for |z — Xi\ <8i and

satisfying the condition co,=/,(fi, Xi, 8i), (* = 1, • • • , p). By hypothesis, each

point z, |z — Xi\ <8i is a p-point, hence

(4.1) ^'^    = 1
fti*, Xu 8i)

lor | z — Xi | < 8. Therefore

(4.2) Mz, Xi, Si) = e*Mz, Xi, di)

for |z — Xi\ <8i and a a constant. Now

(4.3) gifiiz, Xi, 5,)) = gif2iz, Xi, 80)

for |z — Xi\ <8i, and therefore

(4.4) giw) = gieiaw)

for w in an open set. Hence the functional relationship (4.4) must hold in 2P.

However, z = giw) is univalent in a neighborhood of w= oo, which leads to a

contradiction.

Lemma 4.2 iProperty 3). Not every point in the neighborhood of a p-point

is a 1-point.
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Proof. Case 1. Suppose that f is a simple p-point, and the f-points of

g(w) of greatest modulus are coi, • • • , w„, each of modulus p'. Choose p<p"

<p' so that SP" contains no other f-points, and let £,- (i = 1, • ■ • , p) be circles

with center at w,- and lying in Sp<<. Let min \g(w)— f| =25 for w on crp.<,

Ci, • • • , cp. Then if |f — f'| <5, there is one solution of g(w)— f' = 0 in each

circle c,-. These values are given by holomorphic functions w=/,(z, f, 8),

(i = l, • • • , p) for z = {'. These functions are holomorphic for |z — f | <o, and

exist since the conditions for the analytic function z = g(w) to have an in-

verse, are satisfied. By hypothesis, f' is a 1-point, hence one of the functions,

say fj(z, {, 8) yields a point of largest modulus for z = {', and we say {' is

associated with /,-(«, f, 5). In fact, a sufficiently small circle a' about f' will

have an image by/,(z, f, 8), each point of which has greater modulus than

points of the images of a' by fi(z, {, 5), i^j. Thus the 1-points in |z — f | <§

associated with/,(z, f, 8) form an open set. But then all the points of |z — f |

<5 must be associated with/,(z, f, 5), for otherwise the open set |z — f| <5

would be the union of two or more disjoint open sets. From this it follows

that

(4.5) 5: 1, ion*], \z-t\   <8,
/i(z, f, o)

equality being attained only for z = f. This contradicts the maximum modulus

theorem, hence property 3 is established when f is a simple p-point.

Case 2. If f is a multiple p-point, g(w)— f = 0 has k solutions of greatest

modulus, Mi, • • • , oik, |w,| =p', of multiplicities ai, • • ■ , ak respectively,

y2ai = P- As in Case 1, p" is chosen to satisfy p<p"<p', circles Ci, • • ■ , ck

are chosen about the pointsbh, • • • ,Ut and a number 5 is found such that if

|f' —f| <8, g(w>)— f' = 0 has solutions of multiplicity a,- in c,- (i=l, • • ■ , k)

and no other solutions in Sp<<. The inverse function theorem for analytic func-

tions states that the values of coy in c,- are given by a function fi((z — {)llai)

which is holomorphic in its argument for \z — {\ <8, by using the at values

of the argument. We replace these k multiple valued functions by p single

valued holomorphic functions. Replace/,-((z — f)1/a*') by the a,- functions,

/»(' ))
,*,        ((ai"-<«l)/ai).

(4.6) Mp"'[ >'

/i(P:r,/((ai-°i,/a'))) G-i, ••.,*>.

where pai is a primitive a,th root of unity. Thus we obtain p functions in all,

each single valued in /. For a value /', |/'| <61/(al""ai), the equation

(4.7) z-f = (/')(al---at)
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has a unique solution, X', satisfying

(4.8) \X'~X\   <8.

Also

(4.9) (/') ("i ■ • -"jo/*.- = (f' _ f)i/«.-.

Hence the functions (4.6) corresponding to * yield the at values of «,- in c,-.

Since f is a 1-point, one of the p functions yields an image of largest modulus,

and X' is said to be associated with this function. As in the first case, the 1-

points in |f — X| <8 associated with a given function form an open set, and

hence all must be associated with the same function. But this, in the same

manner, leads to a contradiction of the maximum modulus theorem.

5. Proof of Theorem 1 concluded. We start with the following remarks.

If X is a p-point, then there are kX -points of greatest modulus, wi, • • • , «*,

(kSp), say of modulus p'. Let Fn(z) be the Faber polynomial of degree re

associated with/(z), then

(5.1) lim sup |FB(f)|1'" = p'.

If X is a 1-point and a is the j"-point of g(w) ol greatest modulus, say | co| =p',

and f(z, X, 8) is the inverse of g(w) in the set |z — X\ <8 which satisfies

w=/(f, f, «), then

(5.2) hmiFniX)y'n=fiX,X,8),

where the root is chosen so that the expansion begins £+•••. The weaker

form of this is sometimes used,

(5.3) lim | P,(f) |»/" = p'.

Finally, if X is an 0-point

(5.4) lim sup \FniX)\1,n = P,

where 2P is the domain of definition of g(w). These limit relationships are ob-

tained by applying the Cauchy-Hadamard formula for the radius of conver-

gence of a power series to the generating function of the Faber polynomial.

Consider (1.9)

(5.5, _tw_. ± m
giw) - X        o     wn+1

for the case f is a p-point, p> 1. The left side has poles of total multiplicity

p on crp., and no other singularities in 2,-. The formula for the radius of con-

vergence yields (5.1). If f is a 1-point, (5.3) is obtained since the left side of

(5.5) has a simple pole on oy and no singularities in 2P». In this case, it is

easily shown that (5.2) also holds. Finally if f is an 0-point, (5.3) is obtained,
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since g(w) has a singularity on <rp, whereas in 2P the left side of (5.5) has no

poles.

The notation ff(zi, r) denotes the closed circle of radius r and center Zi.

Let cr(zi, r) be in the complement of A, in which case it will be bounded

from A. The functions (P„(z))1/n, for sufficiently large re, have all their

branches regular in cr(z, r) for otherwise aizi, r) would contain a point of A.

For each re, choose one branch, then it will be shown that the sequence of func-

tions forms a normal family in cr(zi, r). In the proof of Part (a) of Theorem 1, it

was shown that A lies in the complement of G, and that Ci contains the do-

main |z| ^P,P>0. Hence for large re, |zBi| SP + 8, (8>0). But max | P„(z)| »'»

^max |z — zBi| ^max |z| + |z„,-|. For z in cr(zi, r) this is less than |zi| +r

+P + 8. Hence {(F„(z))1/n} forms a normal family in <r(zi, r), and a sequence

can be extracted which converges uniformly to a holomorphic function in

any interior subset of <r(zi, r).

To complete the proof of Part (b), it is sufficient to consider the following

cases. Let b he a boundary point of G.

Case 1. The point b is a limit point of interior points of Co.

Case 2. Case 1 does not hold, and b is an 0-point.

Case 3. Case 1 does not hold, and & is a p-point, pr*0.

Proof of Case 1. Under the hypothesis of this case, it will be shown that

b belongs to A. Suppose b is not in A. Since A is a closed set, there is an r such

that aib, r) does not intersect A. By hypothesis, <r(b, r) contains an interior

point of Co, say z0. Hence <r(b, r) contains (r(z0, y) where y, 7>0, is chosen so

that cr(zo, 7) consists of 0-points. Since by (5.3), lim sup | PB(zo)| 1,n=P, there

is a subsequence {re,} such that | PB,(z0) 11/n*=p. Let {re„} be the indices of

a subsequence of (Fn,(z))lln* which converges to Fiz) in a subset of a(b, 8)

containing cr(z0, 7) and a 1-point X- Now | Fizo) | =p, and | Fiz) \ Sp in cr(z0, 7)

since points in this circle are 0-points. Hence | Fiz) | =p in cr(z0, 7) and there-

fore F^z) =eiS°p where do is a real constant. Therefore F(X) =eie°, but since X

is a 1-point, lim | PBM(f)| 1,n" = pi, wherepi>p, (5.3). This contradiction shows

that b belongs to A.

Case 2. Let b be a boundary point of G. From the hypothesis of this

case, it follows that there is an r such that <r(b, r) contains no point of A and

no interior points of Co. Hence every point of a(b, r) is a limit of ^-points

(k=l, 2, ■ ■ ■). By property 1 and 2 of p-points, a fc-point is a limit of j-

points, j<k, hence a limit of 1-points. In other words, 1-points are dense in

a(b, r). By hypothesis b is an 0-point, thus {re,} can be chosen so that

lim,,^, I Fn,(b)\ 1/n'=p. A further subsequence {re„} of {77,} exists such that

in the subset a(b, 8/2), lim^^ (PB/i(z))1/nM = P(z), a holomorphic function.

Since 1-points are dense in a(b, 8/2), | F(z) | ^p at a dense set of points, strict

inequality being attained at any 1-point and equality being attained at

b = 0. Since F(z) is continuous, | P(z)| ^p at each point in o-(b, 8/2), equality
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being attained for z = b. Therefore £(z) is a constant, which involves a con-

tradiction.

Case 3. In this case b is a boundary point of Ci, a p-point, (p^2), and

by hypothesis not a point of A. A number r, r>0, can be chosen so that

<r(b, r) lies in the complement of A. By property 3 of p points, not all points

in a(b, 8) are 1-points, hence & is a limit of 2-points. An argument is given in

the proof of Lemma 4.3 showing that only finitely many are multiple points

hence & is a limit of simple two points. Let f be one in a(b, 8). There are two

inverse functions, fi(z, {, y), /2(z, f, y), holomorphic for \z — {\ Sy, where

a(f, y) is contained in a(b, 8). These satisfy the conditions wi=/i(f, f, 7),

ws=/2(f, f, 7), where Mi, w2 are the f-points of greatest modulus. Since

/i(», f, 7)   =

/i(«, f, 7)

for z = f, there are two sequences of points [zi } and (z/'}, both having limit

f, such that

jiW.r.T) m:t.i>
/*;,f,T) /.w,r,T)

Now (£B(z))"n forms a normal family in a(6, r), hence a subsequence {»,}

exists such that lim (£B„(z))1/n' = £(z), for z in a(/>, y/2), where £(z) is a

holomorphic function. Now, by (5.2), and (5.4),

FW)  =/i(z/,f,7),

Hence lim,,;, £(z) = o>i for one sequence and lim*^ F(z) =«2 for the other se-

quence. This contradiction shows that b belongs to A in Case 3, and this con-

cludes the proof of Theorem 1.
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